
 
Tenor Saxophonist Tony Jones, Violinist Charlie Burnham, Percussionist Kenny Wollesen, 
and Cellist Marika Hughes Come Together in Pitch, Rhythm and Consciousness Quartet, a 
Self-Named New Album Launching the Label Reva Records with a Gorgeous Collection of 

Songs and Improvisations 
 
While this singular ensemble goes by the fierce sounding moniker Pitch, Rhythm and Consciousness Quartet, 
it’s actually a neighborly New York band that brings together some of the city’s most adventurous improvisers. 
The eponymous new album flows directly from the 2012 LP Pitch, Rhythm and Consciousness, a 
breathtakingly spacious trio session featuring Jones, Burnham and Wollesen built on a resonant mesh of 
metallic textures that Wollesen created with a collection of bells.  
 
On Pitch, Rhythm and Consciousness Quartet cellist Marika Hughes joins the aggregation, an addition that 
both expanded and transformed the group’s sound. “Marika made it possible to have bass lines, which brings a 
different rhythmic element to the whole mix,” says Burnham, the prolific violin innovator known for founding and 
leading the String Trio of New York and seminal recordings with James “Blood” Ulmer. “The other sonic 
difference is that Kenny focused on wood rather than metal, and the whole sound is more mellow.” 
 
Whether spontaneously improvised or created from a lead sheet, the music unfurls with conversational 
intimacy. On the mournful “Gone,” Jones’ tenor paves the way for Burnham’s cantorial vocals. “Joseph’s Bells” 
opens with thoughtful counterplay between Jones and Hughes, a sinuous pas de deux that gains in intensity as 
Burnham and Wollesen join in. And on “Aren’t There,” Wollesen’s percussive punctuation generates delicious 
tension underneath the Jones and Hughes’ sumptuous unison melody. 
 
“This album came together like the last record,” Jones says. “I’d hang out and play with Charlie and sometimes 
Kenny would pop by, and then Charlie invited Marika, who’s an old friend. That’s the only way I’ve worked, with 
people that I hang out with. I’m not a hired gun kind of person. My music arises out of a web of relationships.” 
 
One of New York’s more inconspicuous masters, Jones was born and raised in Berkeley, where he forged his 
life-long connection with multi-instrumentalist Peter Apfelbaum, playing a founding role in various incarnations 
of the Hieroglyphics Ensemble. Over the years he’s worked with seminal masters such Joseph Jarman, Muhal 
Richard Abrams, Cecil Taylor, Idris Ackamoor, and Don Cherry, who featured Jones on the album Multikulti. 
He’s also a member of the Jessica Jones Quartet, the band led by his wife, an acclaimed tenor saxophonist 
and educator.  
  
Along with her new album Continuum, Pitch, Rhythm and Consciousness Quartet launches Reva Records. 
The new label is a natural outgrowth of the Jones’ nonprofit REVA Inc, which seeks to educate, inspire and 
heal people and communities through art. “Inspired by artist-run labels from the past where we heard 
uncompromised expression, such as Strata-East and Debut, we want to bring artists' visions to life,” she says.  
 
 for more info:       http://www.revainc.org/epk-prcquartet         or contact scott@scottthompsonpr.com 



 
1. Candlelight Salute   1:56     - short melodic tenor sax solo 
2. In Theory  3:46 
3. Joseph's Bells 2:42 
4. Older Now  3:04 
5. Hurt Nobody  5:42  - accessible, radio-friendly reggae inspired vocal tune 
6. Iridescence  2:44 
7. Cleave To Me   1:28         - short cello solo, reads like a short story 
8. Gone  7:18              - meditative, poignant, building ballad with vocals  
9. Sweet Mountain  2:32         -  ruminative gong and bell-based percussion solo 
10. Are They Not  4:13 
11. Doubt Remains  1:30   - churning, mecureal violin solo 
12. Cows Come Home  2:18 
13. 13 Candles, 12 Stars   1:18   - short melodic tenor sax solo 
 
The remaining songs use the entire ensemble, mostly improvised with written melodic content on Joseph’s 
Bells, and Are They Not. Textural, interesting, plaintive, in and out of time. 
 
“Gone” may be the centerpiece of the emotional arc of the group, organically emerging from low bells 
and building to urgent frenzied interplay between voice and saxophone. 
 
Violinist Charlie Burnham has a unique highly imaginative style that crosses genres, including bluegrass, delta punk, free jazz, blues, 
classical and chamber jazz. Initially renowned for his work with James "Blood" Ulmer, he was also a member of the String Trio of New 
York, and currently plays in the 52nd Street Blues Project, Hidden City, We Free StRings, Improvising Chamber Ensemble and the 
Kropotkins. 
 
Tenor sax player Tony Jones has worked with Joseph Jarman, Muhal Richard Abrams, Cecil Taylor, Idris Ackamoor, Peter 
Apfelbaum, Jessica Jones and Don Cherry. Growing up in a family deeply rooted in jazz, he brings this aesthetic to his creations, 
forging a unique voice as a player and as a composer. 
 
Percussionist Kenny Wollesen has been a lynchpin of the New York creative music scene for decades, and has recorded and toured 
with Tom Waits, Sean Lennon, Ron Sexsmith, Bill Frisell, Norah Jones, John Lurie, Myra Melford, Steven Bernstein, and John Zorn as 
well as leading his own large ensembles and inventing and crafting  his own instruments.  
 
Cellist Marika Hughes is a New York City  native, Juilliard trained and West Coast influenced. She has performed and/or recorded 
with D’Angelo, Whitney Houston, Mary J. Blige, Sean Lennon, Valerie June, David Byrne, Lou Reed, Ani DiFranco, Imani Uzuri, 
Anthony Braxton, Toshi Reagon, Adele, Aruan Ortiz, Nasheet Waits and Henry Threadgill as well as releasing four albums of her own 
music.  
 
From the Village Voice, regarding  2011’s “Pitch, Rhythm and Consciousness Trio”: 
“ With percussionist Kenny Wollesen’s gongs and temple bells establishing a mood of intense contemplation 
and violinist Charles Burnham matching Jones, keen for keen and infinitesimal microtone for infinitesimal 
microtone (whether bowing or plucking), everything on this vinyl-only release is quietly riveting, and worth 
retrieving your old turntable from the basement for.” 


